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A.

INTRODUCTION

1.0

Reference:

INTRODUCTION
Exhibit B-1 (Application), Chapter 1, p. 1-3; Appendix 1 A, p. 1A-2
Interim rate and permanent rate

On pages 1-3 and 1A-2 of the Application, the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) states
that it proposes that any difference between the interim rate increase and the final rate increase
determined by the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) be deferred until the implementation
of ICBC’s next annual rate change.
1.1

Please discuss the pros and cons of: i) deferring any difference between the interim rate
increase and permanent rate increase determined by the BCUC until the implementation of
ICBC’s next annual rate change; and ii) refunding to or collecting from policy holders at the time
the BCUC’s decision is rendered.
1.1.1

1.2

Please estimate the impact on ICBC’s Basic Minimum Capital Test (MCT) ratio in scenario
(i) and state any assumptions.

In the event that the BCUC directs ICBC to refund or collect any difference between the interim
rate increase and the permanent rate increase at the time the BCUC renders its final decision on
the Application (i.e. not defer until the implementation of ICBC’s next annual rate change),
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please explain the process and timelines for how ICBC will: i) issue refunds to, or ii) collect from
policyholders.
1.2.1

Please provide a breakdown of the estimated total and per policy cost which ICBC would
incur to issue refunds to or collect from policyholders. If the cost to refund to or collect
from policyholders differs, please provide the estimated cost under both scenarios.
1.2.1.1

Please provide and discuss whether there is a “break-even” or minimum rate
change threshold or dollar amount which ICBC considers appropriate to
apply to a decision to either issue refunds to or collect from policyholders. If
there are any different considerations for refunds and collections, please
specify.

B.

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

2.0

Reference:

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, pp. 2-3 to 2-7; Appendix 2 B, p. 4; ICBC 2012 Revenue
Requirements Application (ICBC 2012 RRA), Exhibit B-7, BCUC IR 159.1
Rate setting for Policy Year (PY) 2019

As included in Appendix 2 B of the Application, Section 3(1)(c) of Special Direction IC2 to the BCUC
(Special Direction IC2) also states “subject to paragraphs (g), (j), (k), (l), (m), (n) and (o), for each policy
year for which the commission fixes universal compulsory vehicle insurance rates, fix those rates on the
basis of accepted actuarial practice so that those rates allow the corporation to collect sufficient
revenue.” [emphasis added]
In Figure 2.2 on page 2-7, ICBC states that the outlook MCT ratio for the end of the 2018/19 fiscal year is
4%.
ICBC provided the following information in response to BCUC IR 159.1 in the ICBC 2012 RRA:
… the relationship of a 1% change in the Basic insurance rate to 2% of MCT ratio is an
approximate rule of thumb used at ICBC to understand the impact Basic insurance rate
changes can have on capital levels, rather than an exact equivalence… Of course, with all
rules of thumb, they should be tested over time to ensure they remain valid, as factors
can influence two quantities in unequal ways, thereby invalidating the rule of thumb.
2.1

Please discuss what ICBC considers the meaning of “sufficient revenue” to be with respect to
setting rates for PY 2019. What factors are (or are not) taken into consideration and why? (e.g.
required premium, MCT for the time period covered by PY 2019).

2.2

Please explain whether or not the “1% change in Basic insurance rate to 2% of MCT ratio” rule of
thumb provided by ICBC in the 2012 RRA remains valid for this Application.
2.2.1

2.3

If it is no longer valid, please provide the rule of thumb for PY 2019, with supporting
calculations.

Please confirm that, under the current legislative framework, the permanent rate change
approved by the BCUC for PY 2019 will inform the applicable band of rate changes for PY 2020
as +/- 1.5 percentage points of the approved PY 2019 rate change. For example, if the BCUC
approves a permanent rate change of 6.3 percent in PY 2019, then the PY 2020 allowable rate
change will be between 4.8 percent and 7.8 percent.
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3.0

Reference:

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Exhibit B-1, Appendix 2 D, Government Directive Regarding Rate Design, Letter of
Direction, p. 2
Cost effectiveness

On page 2-9 of the Application, ICBC states “The Government Direction Letter sets out directives for
initiatives in the following four areas: product reform, rate design, road safety, and cost effectiveness,
collectively known as the RAAP project.”
Further, on page 2-10 ICBC states:
Material Damage initiatives under RAAP [the Rate Affordability Action Plan] includes,
among others, those based on the recommendation of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
[(PwC)] Canada to redesign the collision repair program to ensure safe vehicle repairs,
create more appropriate tiering of suppliers, as well as establish a tiering program for
glass suppliers.
On cost effectiveness, page 2 of the Government Letter of Direction states this area is “aimed at
improving rate affordability and customer service including improving vendor management for material
damage suppliers and any initiatives coming out of the PwC Canada-led operational review of ICBC.”
[emphasis added]
3.1

Please explain how and to what extent cost effectiveness initiatives other than Material
Damages initiatives (e.g. claims, finance, driver training) coming out of the PwC Canada-led
operational review of ICBC are being considered. Please explain whether (and how) these other
operational review matters are addressed in the Application.

C.

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS

4.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-5, Figure 3.3
Indicated rate change calculation

On page 3-5 of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 3.3 showing a breakdown of the premium
components which explain the 6.3 percent difference between the Projected PY 2019 Premium at
Current Rate Level and the PY 2019 Required Premium:
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4.1
5.0

In the same format as Figure 3.3, please provide the dollar amounts and calculations
corresponding to the percentage points shown on lines 1 through 12 in Figure 3.3.

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-6 and 3-19
PY 2019 Loss Cost Forecast Variance

On page 3-6 of the Application, ICBC states, “The loss cost forecast variance is the difference between
the estimate for PY 2017 loss cost provision reflected in existing rates (as presented in the 2017 RRA)
and the re-estimate of the PY 2017 loss cost provision reflecting updated information and claims
emergence since the setting of the existing rates.”
On page 3-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
BI severity is the largest unfavourable component of the PY 2019 loss cost forecast
variance with a +14.4 percentage point impact on the PY 2019 rate change to cover
costs… In the 2017 RRA, ICBC presented a [Bodily Injury (BI) severity] forecast based on
a 2.0% short-term trend and a 3.2% long-term trend. Those trends were moderated to
reflect favourable severity experience, favourable impacts from Claims Transformation
savings, and the expected impact of additional claims staff. It was assumed that once
new claims staff were fully productive the severity trend would return toward an
underlying long-term trend rate of 3.2%. However, since the filing of the 2017 RRA, BI
severity has deteriorated, supporting an increase in the re-estimation of recent
historical fiscal loss years’ BI severity (as depicted by the black dots in Figure 3.10), as
well as an increase in the trend to 4.1%, for both short-term and long-term forecast,
used in this Application (as depicted by the black dashed line in Figure 3.10). [emphasis
added]
5.1

Please provide a table showing the historical percentage point impact that the loss cost forecast
variance has had on the policy year rate change to cover costs for the last 5 policy years.
5.1.1

Please discuss if the loss cost forecast variance has exhibited any trend (e.g. consistently
favourable or unfavourable) and provide an explanation for the potential reason(s)
behind the identified trend (if any).

5.2

What is the actuary’s target loss cost forecast variance (if any) when estimating the actuarial
rate change to cover costs?

5.3

Does ICBC consider that a PY 2019 loss cost forecast variance of +14.4 percentage points to be
reasonable or within standard actuarial expectation? Please explain why or why not.

5.4

Please discuss whether or not favourable impacts on the short-term and long-term BI severity
forecast, which were included in the 2017 RRA, related to “Claims Transformation savings” and
“additional claims staff” materialized as expected.
5.4.1

5.5

If not, please explain why not and provide the actual versus expected impact on BI
severity trends.

Given that ICBC increased its BI severity trend to 4.1 percent for both short-term and long-term
forecasts, please reconcile this, with explanation and justification, to ICBC’s assumption in the
2017 RRA which was that “once new claims staff were fully productive the severity trend would
return toward an underlying long-term trend rate of 3.2%.”
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6.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-20 to 3-21
PY 2019 Loss Cost Forecast Variance – BI severity

On page 3-21 of the Application, ICBC states:
First, as discussed in the previous RRA, the continuing upward pressure in the BI severity
trend is a consequence of the increasing proportion of BI claims that are represented,
which are generally more complex and costly compared to unrepresented claims. The
proportion of represented claims has continued to rise in recent years at 0.7 percentage
points per year between FLY [Fiscal Loss Year] 2014 and 2017 but increased to 2.0
percentage points between 2017 and 2018, which contributed to the noticeable
increase in FLY 2018 severity. Without considering effects from product reform, the
proportion of represented claims are expected to increase at 1.4 percentage points per
year in the forecast period following the upward trend observed in last 10 years
(between FLY 2008 and 2017).
Figure 3.11 on page 3-21 shows the represented portion of BI Claims from FLY 2003 to FLY 2018:

7.0

6.1

Given that the trend shown in Figure 3.11 over the 5-year period from FLY 2013 through 2017 is
flatter than the trend over the 10-year period from 2008 through 2017, please explain why ICBC
considers it appropriate to rely on the 10-year experience to select the expected future increase
in the proportion of represented claims, rather than a shorter period such as the 5-year
experience.

6.2

In consideration of the 2.0 percentage points increase in the represented portion of BI claims
between FLY 2017 and 2018, please discuss whether ICBC considers 2018 to be indicative of a
new trend or a reflection of random variation around the lower trend between FLY 2014 and
2017 (i.e. 0.7 percentage points per year). Please include support for ICBC’s position.

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-22 to 3-23
PY 2019 Loss Cost Forecast – Large and catastrophic claim frequency

On page 3-22 of the Application, ICBC states that there has been a significant increase in the emergence
of large and catastrophic claims since the 2017 RRA, as shown in Figure 3.13 below:
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8.0

7.1

Please provide (in a table format) the numeric values by FLY for the number of claims that
corresponds to each of the frequency percentages shown in Figure 3.13 from the 2017
Application (i.e. the grey dots) and the current application (i.e. the black dots). Please also
provide this information for the same figure in the last three RRAs.

7.2

Please explain if any internal operational influences (such as an open claim review or a system
change) contributed to the “significant increase” in the emergence of large and catastrophic
claims since the 2017 RRA.

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-24; ICBC 2017 Revenue Requirements Application (ICBC
2017 RRA), Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 3.2
Loss Cost Trend to PY 2019

On page 3-24 of the Application, ICBC states:
The 17-month loss cost trend from PY 2017 to PY 2019, including prospective
adjustments other than product reform, accounts for +15.5 percentage points, which is
shown in Figure 3.14 below. BI loss cost accounts for about three quarters of Basic loss
costs, and is therefore the main driver of the loss cost trend component of the required
rate increase in any year.

In response to BCUC IR 3.2 in the ICBC 2017 RRA, ICBC provided Tables 1 to 6 for the selected forecast
trends (including short-term and long-term forecast trends, as appropriate) for Personal and
Commercial frequency, severity, and loss costs by coverage.
ICBC 2019 RRA BCUC IR No. 1
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8.1

9.0

Please provide a further breakdown of Figure 3.14 split between Personal and Commercial for
each coverage (Bodily Injury, Property Damage, Part 7 and Manual Basic). For each coverage,
please display the annual trend rather than the 17-month trend, and provide a side-by-side
comparison to the annual trends selected in the 2017 RRA.

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-30 to 3-31
Recap of revisions to the actuarial rate level indication analysis

On page 3-30 of the Application, ICBC states:
Change to Methodology: Berquist-Sherman Case Outstanding Adjustment – This
adjustment is applied to the BI Incurred Development Methods in response to changing
case reserve levels. This is different from the 2017 RRA analysis where closure rate and
average case reserve adjustments were applied. This change was made to simplify the
adjustment methodology and to follow a standard adjustment calculation (the BerquistSherman Case Outstanding Adjustment is described in the standard actuarial loss
reserving literature).
9.1

Please explain why ICBC considers that changes to the closure rate no longer warrant
adjustment as part of the Berquist-Sherman Method.

9.2

Please provide a high-level estimate of the impact on the PY 2019 Rate Change to Cover Costs of
the change in methodology (i.e. direction and approximate magnitude) on the results of the
Berquist-Sherman Method.
9.2.1

10.0

Reference:

Would ICBC consider using the same methodology from the 2017 RRA in the 2019 RRA
analysis to be within accepted actuarial practice? Please explain why or why not.
ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Figure 3.21, p. 3-41;
ICBC 2017 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Figure 2.21, p. 2-41
Sensitivity analysis

In Figure 3.21 on page 3-41 of the Application, ICBC shows six scenarios that were examined to evaluate
the sensitivity of the PY 2019 rate indication to a degree of change in certain assumptions, all other
assumptions being unchanged.
10.1

The referenced sensitivity analysis (Figure 3.21) varies assumptions for the new money rate (+/1 percent), average premium trend (+/- 0.1 percentage point), and product reform savings (+/-1
percent). Please explain why the sensitivity test results for these (and only these) particular
inputs and ranges are included in Figure 3.21. Specifically, please explain why sensitivity tests
around loss trends (i.e. Line No. 3 and 4 in Figure 2.21 from the 2017 RRA) are omitted in Figure
3.21.

10.2

Please provide the following additional sensitivity tests. For each test, please explain: i) whether
ICBC would consider these alternate assumptions to be within accepted actuarial practice; and
ii) whether a change to the trend selection would require adjustment to the estimated product
reform impact of -37.4 percentage points. If yes, please separately itemize the impact:
a. Personal and Commercial BI frequency trends changed to be one point higher than selected
by ICBC;
b. Personal and Commercial Property Damage (PD) frequency trends changed to be one point
lower than selected by ICBC;
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c. Personal and Commercial BI severity trends changed to be one point higher than selected by
ICBC; and
d. Personal and Commercial PD severity trends changed to be one point lower than selected by
ICBC.
11.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix D.0, Figure D.0.4, pp. 6 to 7
Personal PD frequency

On page 6 of Appendix D.0 of the Application, ICBC states: “The Personal PD frequency forecast and
table of values are shown in Figure D.0.4. A 5-year simple regression model was selected, excluding the
last two quarters of fiscal loss year 2016/17 due to adverse winter weather.”
11.1

Please clarify whether the “actual” figures in Figure D.0.4 and the supporting table of values
includes or excludes the last two quarters of FLY 2016/17.
11.1.1 If the last two quarters are included, please provide a revised Figure D.04 and table of
values showing the “actual” figure for FLY 2016/17 excluding these quarters.
11.1.2 If the last two quarters are excluded, please provide a revised Figure D.04 and table of
values showing the “actual” figure for FLY 2016/17 including these quarters.

12.0

11.2

For each trend model referenced in Figure 3.14 (i.e., frequency/severity by coverage), provide a
chart which itemizes: (a) if the last two quarters of FLY 2016/17 were excluded from the trend
model in the 2019 RRA; (b) if these quarters were excluded from the trend model in the 2017
RRA; and (c) the rationale for any changes.

11.3

Please confirm whether or not FLY 2017/2018 was impacted by adverse winter weather. Please
provide data to support the response.

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix D.0, p. 14
Represented proportion of BI claims

On page 14 of Appendix D.0 of the Application, ICBC shows a table of data underlying the represented
proportion of BI claims as follows:

12.1

Are these proportions on a “reported” basis, or do they reflect ICBC’s estimates of how the
represented percentage will develop over time? If they reflect estimates, please explain the
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basis for the estimates.
13.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix D.0, pp. 12 to 13
Personal BI severity

On page 13 of Appendix D.0 of the Application, ICBC states:
A [personal BI] severity trend of 2.4% was selected for unrepresented claimants, and a
severity trend of 2.0% was selected for represented claimants, each based on an 8-year
simple regression. The proportion of represented claims is projected to increase at an
annual rate of 1.4 percentage points, based on a linear regression over fiscal loss years
2007/08 through 2016/17… Projecting the represented and unrepresented severities at
their selected trend rates, and combining them based on the projected proportion of
each, provides an estimated BI severity for future years. These future year estimates are
growing at a rate of 4.0%, which was selected as the severity trend rate.

14.0

13.1

Please provide support (e.g., underlying data and justification for the choice of 8-year simple
regression model) for the selected personal BI severity trends of 2.4 percent and 2.0 percent for
represented and unrepresented claimants, respectively.

13.2

As a sensitivity test, please re-calculate the personal BI severity trend for represented and
unrepresented claimants based on a projected annual increase of 1.0 percentage points in the
proportion of represented claims (i.e. instead of 1.4). Would ICBC consider this trend to be
within accepted actuarial practice? Please explain why or why not.

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix C.0, pp. 10 to 13
Plate Owner Basic PD and Medical Rehabilitation (MR)

On page 10 of Technical Appendix C.0 of the Application, ICBC states with respect to Plate Owner Basic
PD that “A new pattern of higher case reserve amounts on new claims has been observed following the
completion of CT [claims transformation] as shown in Figure C.0.6.”
On page 11, ICBC further states: “The greater amount of case reserves on claims for accidents occurring
in FLYs 2015 to 2018 has caused the case incurred loss and ALAE [allocated loss adjustment expenses]
amounts at 17 and 29 months to appear to be higher compared to previous years. Therefore, the results
of the method were not selected for FLYs 2017 and 2018. The selected incurred loss and ALAE for FLYs
2017 and 2018 are based on the Paid Development Method, which does not rely on the pattern of case
reserves.”
Similarly, on page 12 of Technical Appendix C.0 of the Application, ICBC states with respect to Plate
Owner Basic MR that “A new pattern of higher case reserve amounts on new claims has been observed
following the completion of CT [claims transformation] as shown in Figure C.0.7.”
On page 13, ICBC further states: “An assumption inherent to the Incurred Development Method is that
case reserve amounts are stable over time, and this assumption does not hold true for FLYs 2015 to
2018. As a result of the greater amounts of case reserves on claims for accidents occurring in FLYs
2015 to 2018, the case incurred loss and ALAE amounts at 17, 29, 41 and 53 months appear
to be higher as compared to previous years. Therefore, this method is not selected for FLYs
2015 to 2018.”
14.1

Please provide support for why ICBC considers that the new pattern of higher case reserves is
due to the completion of Claims Transformation. Why is it not indicative of higher expected
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future costs on these claims?
14.2
15.0

Please describe ICBC’s individual case reserving process including, but not limited to, the level of
system generated reserve, for PD and MR before and after Claims Transformation.

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Technical Appendices C.1.0, C.1.3.9, C.6.0, and C.6.3.9, p. 2
Personal and Commercial BI Paid Development Method

On page 2 of Technical Appendix C.1.0 of the Application, ICBC states that its selection for the Personal
BI Paid Development Method is the: “Baseline to 209 months, except from 53 to 125 months, where an
‘average 6 excluding hilo’ is used.”
Similarly, on page 2 of Technical Appendix C.6.0, ICBC states that its selection for the Commercial BI Paid
Development Method is the “Baseline to 209 months, except from 53 to 125 months, where an ‘average
6 excluding hilo’ is used.”
15.1

Please provide ICBC’s rationale for deviating from baseline “from 53 to 125 months”, given that
the indicated development factors displayed in Technical Appendix C.1.3.9 and Technical
Appendix C.6.3.9 consistently increase down each column in this region of the triangle.
15.1.1 Specifically, why does ICBC find it within accepted actuarial practice to moderate the
selected factor by relying on a longer period (which includes low factors that do not
appear reflective of the current environment), and by excluding the high observation
(which in all cases is the most recent observation)?

15.2

To what does ICBC attribute the high paid development factors in this region (i.e. 53 to 125
months) in the last diagonal?
15.2.1 Does ICBC expect these influences to persist, and if so, for how long? Please provide the
supporting rationale.

16.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix C.1.0, p. 3; Technical Appendix C.1.3.1
BI selections - Personal

On page 3 of Technical Appendix C.1.0 of the Application, ICBC states that it selected The Hindsight
Outstanding Severity Method for FLYs 2012 to 2018 for Personal BI incurred loss “in order to reflect the
impact of changing closure rates.”
16.1

As shown in Technical Appendix C.1.3.1, ICBC’s selections of ultimate incurred loss for FLY 20122018 (based on the Hindsight Outstanding Severity Method) are lower than the results of the
incurred-based methods (i.e., Berquist-Sherman Incurred Development Method and the
Incurred Bornhuetter-Ferguson Method). Please discuss if ICBC considers that the incurredbased methods (that produce indications of ultimate loss that are higher than ICBC selected) are
too high and explain why.
16.1.1 If ICBC considers that the incurred-based methods are too high, please discuss whether
this is a direct result of these methods not explicitly adjusting for changing mix of
represented claims and changing closure rates. If yes, please provide a more detailed
explanation as to why the lack of these adjustments would specifically bias the results to
be too high.
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17.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix C.1.0, p. 3
Actuarial selections

On page 3 of Technical Appendix C.1.0 of the Application, ICBC states:
The Hindsight Outstanding Severity Method is analyzed in the same fashion as in past
RRAs. The selected outstanding severities for FLYs 2012 and later are based on a BI
segmented analysis1 as discussed in Technical Appendix C.0, paragraphs 20 to 23, the
results of which are provided in Technical Appendix C.1.5.1. The selected outstanding
severities are illustrated in Technical Appendices C.1.3.14 and C.1.3.15.
1

The BI segmented analysis is performed on total BI data (including all Basic and
Optional, Personal and Commercial, Loss and ALAE amounts combined). A portion of the
total BI estimate is attributed to Basic insurance, and the allocation of this amount to
Personal loss and ALAE is the subject of Technical Appendices C.1.5.2 and C.1.5.3.

17.1

18.0

Notwithstanding ICBC’s statement that Hindsight Outstanding Severity Method is “analyzed in
the same fashion as past RRAs”, BCUC staff note that there appear to be some differences.
Please provide additional explanation regarding the changes to the way this method was applied
in the 2019 RRA as compared with the 2017 RRA. This explanation should include (but not be
limited to) an explanation of reliance on other methods, as well as a full explanation of the
application of credibility as displayed in Technical Appendix C.1.5.3.

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSISCHAPTER 3
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Figure 3.3, pp. 3-5 and 3-7; Technical Appendix E.0, pp. 14 to
17; Technical Appendix E.0, Appendix E, p. 9
Product Reform Impact

On page 3-7 and in Figure 3.3 of the Application, ICBC states that product reform is estimated to have an
impact of $1.2 billion in savings on PY 2019 claims costs, which is equivalent to a -37.4 percentage point
impact on the PY 2019 rate change to cover cost. ICBC states that “This savings has been independently
estimated by an external party, Ernst & Young LLP (EY), in the Product Reform Costing Report in
Technical Appendix E.0, and ICBC actuaries have relied on these results for purposes of this Application.”
On pages 14 to 17 of the EY Product Reform Costing Report, EY provides an overview of the product
reform costing methodology it employed, stating, “As described in Appendix E [of the Product Reform
Costing Report], a Closed Claim Study was completed by senior ICBC claims personnel under the
guidance of EY… Through the study, ICBC personnel reviewed over 1,000 claim exposures closed in 2017
to assess whether the claimants’ injuries met the minor injury definition and estimated how they
believed Product Reform would have impacted payments the claimants received, and whether they still
would have pursued their claims, had Product Reform been in place at the time.”
On page 9 of Appendix E of the EY Product Reform Costing Report, EY states that 1,234 claims exposures
were reviewed for the closed claim study.
18.1

Please provide a copy of the terms of engagement between ICBC and EY with respect to
preparation of the EY Product Reform Costing Report.

18.2

If possible, please provide a summary with explanations of the changes between draft versions
of the EY Product Reform Costing Report and the final report related to the calculated -37.4
percentage point impact of product reform on the PY 2019 rate change to cover costs.

18.3

Please reconcile the statement that “product reform is estimated to have an impact of $1.2
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billion savings on PY 2019 claims costs” on page 3-7 of the Application with the statement that
Basic insurance product changes will result in “projected net savings of $1 billion annually” in
the November 9, 2018 Government News Release. 1
18.4

Does ICBC find a sample of 1,234 claim exposures to be fully credible or partially credible?
Please explain how the credibility measure is derived, and show calculations to support the
response.

18.5

Is it possible for ICBC to provide a range of expected product reform cost savings that it finds
reasonable and consistent with the Canadian Institute Standards of Practice (rather than only
one point estimate of -37.4 percentage point impact on the PY 2019 Rate Change to Cover
Costs)? Please explain why or why not.
18.5.1 If yes, please provide the range of expected product reform cost savings with supporting
calculations.

19.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, p. 1-2; Chapter 3, Figure 3.3, pp. 3-7 and 3-9; Chapter 3,
Technical Appendix E.0, p. 2
Order in Council (OIC) 595/18

On page 2 of the EY Product Reform Costing Report (Technical Appendix E.0), EY states:
The analysis underlying this report was completed during the summer of 2018 using
data from claims closed during 2017. On May 7, 2018, the B.C. Legislature passed Bill 22,
the Civil Resolution Tribunal Amendment Act, 2018, and shortly thereafter, on May 10,
2018, the the [sic] B.C. Legislature also passed Bill 20, the Insurance (Vehicle)
Amendment Act, 2018. Both bills received royal assent on May 17, 2018. Our analysis
reflected our understanding of Product Reform at the time of these amendments. This
analysis was performed prior to the amendment of the Insurance (Vehicle) Regulation.
Users of this report, therefore, must refer to the Insurance (Vehicle) Regulation as the
authority on changes that were made to implement Product Reform, and not this
report. [emphasis added]
On page 2-12 of the Application, ICBC states that OIC 595 dated November 9, 2018 amended the
Insurance (Vehicle) Regulation (IVR) with changes effective April 1, 2019, providing further details
regarding what constitutes a “minor injury”.
19.1

Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the EY Product Reform Costing Report and analysis to
determine the -37.4 percent point policy reform impact on the PY 2019 rate change to cover
costs was not performed using the November 2018 definition of minor injury as per the IVR
amended by OIC 595/18.

19.2

Please explain, in general terms, what the impact is of the change in the definition of “minor
injury” from May 2018 to November 2018 due to OIC 595/18. Please include a discussion of the
impact on the number of claimants that ICBC expects would be considered “minor” (i.e. increase
or decrease the number of claimants that would meet the minor injury definition) and if
possible, provide examples of affected claimants from the ICBC 2018 Closed Claim Study.
19.2.1 If available, please provide any analysis which has been undertaken to quantify the
impact of the updated definition of “minor injury” on the -37.4 percentage point impact
on the PY 2019 rate change to cover costs estimated by EY.

1

https://archive.news.gov.bc.ca/releases/news_releases_2017-2021/2018AG0092-002177.htm
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19.2.2 If an adjustment to the -37.4 percentage point impact on the PY 2019 rate change to
cover costs is appropriate, please confirm whether an adjustment has been made and
provide the amount of the adjustment with supporting calculations.
19.2.3 If an adjustment to the -37.4 percentage point impact on the PY 2019 rate change to
cover costs is not appropriate, please explain why not.
20.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix E.0, Table 2.2, p. 4
EY Product Reform Costing Report - BI claims frequency trend rate

On page 4 of the EY Product Reform Costing Report (Technical Appendix E.0), Table 2.2 shows that the
post-reform Basic BI claims frequency trend rate is selected at 1.39 percent compared to a pre-reform
trend rate of 4.40 percent.
20.1

Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the 1.39 percent post-reform Basic BI frequency trend
rate applies from April 1, 2019 onwards in the calculation of future BI claim counts for FLY 2020
and 2021 and is therefore integrated into the calculation of i) the Loss Cost Trend to PY 2019 of
+15.5 percentage points (Figure 3.3, line 3); and ii) the Product Reform Impact of -37.4
percentage points (Figure 3.3, line 4).
20.1.1 If not confirmed, please provide the Basic BI frequency trend rate which was used in the
calculations noted above.

21.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix E.0, Table 2.2 and 2.4, p. 4
EY Product Reform Costing Report - BI claims severity trend rate

On page 4 of the EY Product Reform Costing Report (Technical Appendix E.0), Table 2.2 shows that the
post-reform Basic BI severity trend rate is selected at 3.06 percent compared to a pre-reform severity
trend rate of 4.06 percent.
In addition, projected post-reform results for FLY 2020 to FLY 2021 are shown in Table 2.4 as follows:

21.1

Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the 3.06 percent post-reform Basic BI severity trend
rate applies from April 1, 2019 and onwards in the calculation of future severity for FLY 2020
and 2021 and is therefore integrated into the calculation of i) the Loss Cost Trend to PY 2019 of
+15.5 percentage points (Figure 3.3, line 3); and ii) the Product Reform Impact of -37.4
percentage points (Figure 3.3, line 4).
21.1.1 If not confirmed, please provide the Basic BI severity trend rate which was used in the
calculations noted above.

21.2

Please explain how the 1 percentage point decrease from the pre-reform Basic BI severity trend
rate of 4.06 percent to the post-reform Basic BI severity rate of 3.06 percent was determined.

21.3

Please provide an alternate estimate of the post-reform severity trend derived in the same
manner as the 4.06 percent pre-reform severity trend (i.e. using the individual severity trends
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for represented and non-represented claimants, and an assumption about the proportion
represented as explained on page 13 of Appendix D.0). Please state whether ICBC would
consider this estimate to be consistent with accepted actuarial practice or not; if not, please
explain why not.
21.3.1 As a sensitivity test, what would be the impact on the PY 2019 Rate Change to Cover
Costs if the above estimate of the post-reform severity was used?
21.4

Given that the post-reform BI claim severity is expected to decrease by approximately 44
percent as shown in Table 2.4 (column 4), please explain why ICBC considers that a 1
percentage point reduction from the pre-reform Basic BI severity trend rate of 4.06 percent to
the post-reform Basic BI severity rate of 3.06 percent to be sufficient.

21.5

As a sensitivity test, please provide the impact on the PY 2019 Rate Change to Cover Costs of
selecting a post reform Basic BI severity rate of 2.06 percent instead of 3.06 percent.
21.5.1 Would ICBC consider this calculation to be within accepted actuarial practice? Please
explain why or why not.

22.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Figure 3.3, pp. 3-7 and 3-9; Technical Appendix E.0, p.39
EY Product Reform Costing Report – Cap on general damages for minor injuries

On page 39 of the EY Product Reform Costing Report (Technical Appendix E.0), EY states:
Minor injury claim exposures with fiscal loss year 2020 level General Damages greater
than $4,500 were assumed to have their General Damages increased to the cap amount
of $5,500. The reasoning for this was that these claim exposure are forecasted to
receive General Damages amounts close to the cap in the current environment, so it
was assumed they will receive payouts equal to the cap after Product Reform given this
would be administratively easier.
Table 8.15 on page 45 of the EY Product Reform Costing Report shows the forecasted FLY 2020 postreform minor and non-minor claim exposure counts. BCUC staff note that the total forecast for
represented and unrepresented minor claim exposure counts is 55,893 (=26,331+29,562).
On page 3-7 and in Figure 3.3 on page 3-9 of the Application, ICBC states that product reform is
estimated to have an impact of $1.2 billion in savings on PY 2019 claims costs, which is equivalent to a 37.4 percentage point impact on the PY 2019 rate change to cover cost.
22.1

Please explain what is meant by it is “administratively easier” in the above preamble. Does it
mean “administratively easier” for costing purposes of the product reform savings impact or for
claim adjusters to determine payouts in the future? If it is related to future payouts, please
explain why it would be administratively easier to pay out $5,500 rather than some other
amount.

22.2

Please provide the number of represented and unrepresented minor claim exposures of FLY
2020 which were affected by the assumption that $4,500 and higher awards will be increased to
$5,500 post reform?

22.3

Please discuss whether it is reasonable and plausible for some represented and unrepresented
minor injury claimants with FLY 2020 level General Damage awards between $4,500 and $5,500
to receive an award less than $4,500 after reform. If not, please explain why not.

22.4

Please explain why a threshold value of $4,500 on minor injury claim exposures with fiscal loss
year 2020 level General Damages was selected for the assumption, as opposed to some other
threshold value (such as $5,000).
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22.5

As a sensitivity test, please state how the -37.4 percentage point impact on the PY 2019 rate
change to cover cost which is due product reform would be impacted if the “administratively
easier” assumption is removed. Would removing the “administratively easier” assumption be
considered within accepted actuarial practice? Please explain why or why not.
22.5.1 Please also quantify the savings from the “administratively easier” assumption.

23.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix E.0, p. 45
EY Product Reform Costing Report – Adjustment for expected reduction in number of
claim exposure counts

On page 45 of the EY Product Reform Costing Report (Technical Appendix E.0), EY states:
In other Canadian jurisdictions which have undergone product reform, a reduction in
the number of injury claim exposure counts has been observed following the
introduction of caps on General Damages for minor injuries… The reductions observed
in the first year following reforms for New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Alberta ranged
from roughly 1% to over 27%. Relying again on the results of the Closed Claim Study, the
estimated percentage reduction in British Columbia is 2.42% of total claim exposures21,
with the reduction coming exclusively from minor injuries.
21

This result from the Closed Claim Study was reviewed and discussed with the team of
reviewers. From their experience handling claims in British Columbia, they felt strongly
that the environment in BC was different from other provinces given BC has a public
insurer, and claimant behaviour would be less impacted resulting in more claimants
proceeding with claims after reform compared to the other jurisdictions reviewed.
23.1

Please provide the supporting statistics for New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Alberta to show
that product reform had an impact of “roughly 1% to over 27%” on the number of injury claim
exposure counts in the first year after reform for these provinces.
23.1.1 In light of those statistics, please explain why ICBC considers that an estimated 2.4
percent reduction in total claim exposures is a reasonable estimate for BC.

23.2

Please provide a table summarizing the similarities and differences between BC’s definition of
minor injury (as of May 2018) and definitions of minor injury for New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and Alberta.
23.2.1 Of the three provinces (i.e. New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Alberta), which province’s
definition for minor injury is closest to BC’s definition?
23.2.1.1

24.0

Reference:

Was the frequency reduction in that province closely aligned with EY’s -2.4
percent estimate for BC? Please discuss.

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix E.0, Appendix E, p.12
ICBC 2018 Closed Claim Study - Reduction in claim count due to reforms

The table shown on page 12 of the ICBC 2018 Closed Claim Study (Technical Appendix E.0, Appendix E)
provides an estimate of Basic BI savings for all claims closed in 2017 under the assumption that the
savings by injury type implied by the closed claims study for the 1,234 reviewed claims would apply to all
claims closed in 2017 of the same type.
Column 3 of the table on page 12 shows the estimated number of claimants out of the total sample of
claimants who would still pursue the claim post-reform (i.e. 1,203 out of 1,234 claimants) in each of the
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six segments or “Types” of claims identified. Applied to all claims closed in 2017, the extrapolated
estimated percent reduction in claims (shown in Column 8 of the table) is 2.4 percent.
BCUC staff note for Type 1 (Unrepresented Mild Soft Tissue Injury) claim exposures, the closed claims
study estimated that the 206 claimants in this category would be reduced by 10 to 196 claimants, or a
reduction of -4.9 percent, post reforms. For Type 6 (Represented and Litigated, Other Injury) claim
exposures, the closed claim study estimated that the 204 claimants in this category would be reduced by
5 to 199 claimants, or a reduction of -2.5 percent post reforms.
24.1

Please explain how the estimates for the number of claims still pursued in Column 3 of the table
on page 12 of the ICBC 2018 Closed Claim Study were derived. If the method for determining the
number of claims still pursued was differed by “Type” of claim, please provide an explanation
for each “Type” of claim and the rationale for the method.
24.1.1 Please discuss what influence, if any, the cap level on General Damages for minor
injuries (i.e. $5,500) had on the method(s) described above with respect to estimating
the total sample of claimants who would still pursue a claim post reform.
24.1.2 Specifically, please explain the following: (i) why the percentage reduction in the
number of claim exposures for Type 6 exposures is approximately the same as the
extrapolated estimated percent reduction in claims of -2.4 percent; and (ii) why the
percentage reduction in the number of claim exposures for Type 1 exposures is not
higher.

25.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Figure 3.3, pp. 3-7 and 3-9; Technical Appendix E.0, Appendix E,
Table 6, p. 16; Technical Appendix E.0, Appendix B.2, p. 2
ICBC 2018 Closed Claim Study - Change in representation distribution

Table 6 of the ICBC 2018 Closed Claim Study (Technical Appendix E.0, Appendix E) shows the estimated
change in the number of claimant exposures with legal representation before and after reform:

12

It was assumed that disputes for claims under $50,000 would be resolved
through the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT) and reviewers felt that a number of
these claims would be resolved by the CRT. Claims that are expected to be resolved
by the CRT are classified as Unrepresented in this study, however it is unclear as to
whether or not these claims will continue to be Represented.
On page 3-7 and in Figure 3.3 on page 3-9 of the Application, ICBC states that product reform is
estimated to have an impact of $1.2 billion in savings on PY 2019 claims costs, which is equivalent to a 37.4 percentage point impact on the PY 2019 rate change to cover cost.
Page 2 of Appendix B.2 to Technical Appendix E.0 shows the following:
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25.1

Please explain how the information in Table 6 was taken into consideration when in calculating
the $1.2 billion savings in PY 2019 and -37.4 percent point impact on the PY 2019 rate change to
cover costs.
25.1.1 For clarity, does ICBC consider the change in the distribution of represented claims from
61.8 percent to 30.3 percent from the 2018 Closed Claim Study sample to be a reliable
estimate of the change in legal representation rate for FLY 2020? Please explain why or
why not.

25.2

25.1.1.1

If yes, please state (i.e. list) which exhibits and Appendices in Chapter 3 of
the Application use this change (i.e. from 61.8 percent to 30.3 percent
represented).

25.1.1.2

If no, please state what assumption was used instead for the change in
representation rate for FLY 2020 and describe how the assumption was
determined. Please also state (i.e. list) which exhibits and Appendices in
Chapter 3 of the Application use this assumption.

Please reconcile the representation rate in the table on page 2 of Appendix B.2 (copied above),
which is approximately 60 percent represented post reform ([29,562 counts + 13,813
counts]/72,358 counts), to the post reform representation rate of 30.3 percent in Table 6. Why
are the post-reform representation rates different?
25.2.1 What would be the impact on the -37.4 percentage point impact on the PY 2019 rate
change to cover cost if the post-reform representation rate of 30.3 percent in Table 6
was used?

26.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix E.0, Appendix E, Table 10, pp.7, 18
ICBC 2018 Closed Claim Study - Application of General Damages award

On page 18 of the ICBC 2018 Closed Claim Study (Technical Appendix E.0, Appendix E), Table 10 shows
that 1,196 out of the 1,234 claimants studied had a General Damages award. In addition, the average
General Damages severity before reforms is $24,401 and average General Damages severity post
reforms is $12,902.
The design of the Closed Claim Study is explained in section 3 of the report. Specifically, on page 7 of the
Executive summary, EY states:
The reviewers6 selected responses to the applicable questions through drop-down
boxes, eliminating free form answers and minimized errors. In completing the reviews,
the reviewers referred to the claim file details to assess whether the injury meets the
minor injury definition and to estimate the impact of the product reforms on the claims
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cost where the data in the system was insufficient or inaccurate.
6

The reviewers consisted of a team of ICBC claims quality assurance personnel. These
are experienced resources with expertise in claims adjudication as well as ICBC’s claims
systems.

26.1

27.0

For each of the 1,196 claimants who met the minor injury definition and had a General Damages
award before reform, please elaborate on how reviewers estimated the amount of the
claimant’s General Damages award post reform. For example, was there internal guidance to
match the various type of minor injury to the expected General Damages award (ranging from
$0 to $5,500), or were all claimants assumed to receive the $5,500 cap amount if the award was
$5,500 or higher prior to the reform? Please discuss.

Reference:

27.1

Line
No.

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2016 Revenue Requirements Application (ICBC 2016 RRA), Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR
12.2
Sensitivity test summary

In a similar format to Attachment A included in ICBC’s response to BCUC IR 12.2 in the 2016
RRA, please complete the following table summarizing the results of the sensitivity tests
requested in the information requests (IRs) above.

Scenario

1
2
27.2

28.0

Impact on the
(-37.4 ppt) Product
Reform Impact

Impact on PY 2019
Rate Change to
Cover Costs

Considered to be
within accepted
actuarial practice?

Information
Request

In the event that more than one scenario from the table above is selected, please explain
whether the impacts on the PY 2019 Rate Change to Covers Costs are additive (i.e. the simple
sum) or otherwise calculated.

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0, pp. 8 to 10; Appendix E.3; Technical Appendix
E.0, p. 45; Chapter 4, pp. 4.23 to 4-25
Prospective adjustments – Counter-fraud program

On page 10 of Appendix E.0, ICBC states “The total expected PY 2019 claims costs savings from the
counter-fraud program is estimated to be $6.1 million.” This reflects the estimated benefits on nonminor injuries as well as ICBC’s actual experience with the net reveal product.
On page 2 of Appendix E.0 of the Application, ICBC states that product reform will likely reduce
occurrences of fraud relating to minor injury claims by limiting the financial incentive for claimants as a
result of the limited general damage payment on such claims.
EY states on page 45 of the EY Product Reform Costing Report (Chapter 3, Technical Appendix E.0) that
three other Canadian jurisdictions (New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Alberta) have undergone product
reform, which included the introduction of caps on General Damages for minor injuries.
On page 4-25 of the Application, ICBC states “the amount of savings to policyholders arising from fraud
investigations and the impact on rates cannot be directly measured” because it is not possible to know
precisely how much would have been paid out on a claim in the absence of fraud. However, an estimate
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of the claims cost savings that ICBC anticipates from its counter-fraud program through the use of
NetReveal is included as a prospective adjustment to the Basic insurance rate indication.
Appendix E.3 shows the following estimated additional investigations and estimated financial benefits
per investigation were used in the calculation of the PY 2019 prospective adjustment for the counterfraud program:

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the number of claim fraud investigations from fiscal 2013 to fiscal 2018/19
(April – October 2018 YTD) opened and closed, respectively.
28.1

If available, please provide data from New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Alberta with respect to
occurrences of fraud relating to minor injury claims pre- and post-implementation of caps on
General Damages.
28.1.1 Does ICBC consider the experience of these provinces to be relevant and/or informative
for BC? Please explain why or why not.
28.1.1.1

29.0

If yes, please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the assumption “product
reform will likely reduce occurrences of fraud relating to minor injury claims”
is consistent with the post reform experience of other Canadian jurisdictions.

28.2

Please explain how the number of “Estimated Additional Investigations” shown in Appendix E.4
relates to the number of “Total Opened Investigations” in Figure 4.3.

28.3

Please explain how the estimated financial benefit per investigation for FLYs 2019/20 and
2020/21 was determined. Specifically, please explain why the estimated benefit for FLY 2019/20
is 39 percent higher than that of FLY 2018/19.

28.4

Please explain why the prospective adjustment for the counter-fraud program does not result in
double counting of benefits to policyholders (given that there is already experience with the
NetReveal product).

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0, p. 10; Appendix E.4
Prospective adjustments – Intersection safety camera - speed activation (ISC-SA)

On page 10 of Appendix E.0 of the Application, ICBC states that it has relied on research published by
the Cochrane Group 2 in order to estimate the crash reduction benefits for the ISC-SA program. ICBC
states:
These 28 studies indicated crash reduction rates in the vicinity of camera sites ranging
from 8% to 49%, with most studies falling within the 14% to 25% range… As a result, the
mid-point of this range, 19.5%, is selected as the expected crash reduction factor used
to estimate the cost savings impact of the ISC-SA program for PY 2019.
29.1

2

Please confirm whether the selection of the 35 sites for the ISC-SA program is “currently
underway” as stated on page 10 of Appendix E.0, or is complete as stated in the notes (notes (i)
and (j)) of Appendix E.4.

https://www.cochranelibrary.com/cdsr/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD004607.pub4/full
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29.2

Please provide the applicable distance radius as it relates to crash reduction rates “in the vicinity
of camera sites”.

29.3

Please provide a graph showing the distribution of crash reduction rates amongst the 28 studies.
29.3.1 Please explain why ICBC considers the selection of a 19.5 percent crash reduction rate to
be appropriate considering the distribution of crash reduction rates.

29.4

Please provide the estimated claims savings relating to the ISC-SA program for PY 2019 based
on: i) a 14 percent crash reduction factor; and ii) a 25 percent crash reduction factor.
29.4.1 Does ICBC consider that either the estimated claims savings based on a 14 percent crash
reduction factor or 25 percent crash reduction factor to be appropriate for the
prospective adjustment? Please discuss why or why not.

30.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0, p. 11; Appendix E.5
Prospective adjustments – High friction surface treatment (HFST) initiative

On page 11 of Appendix E.0 of the Application, states:
ICBC is working with the MoTI [BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure] on
their initiatives to increase the friction of road surfaces at 14 intersections and
interchange exit ramps located around the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island in
order to improve vehicle stopping ability and reduce crashes at high risk locations. The
14 treatment sites have been selected based on their over-representation of rear-end
collisions. The HFST initiative is expected to reduce the number of rear-end collisions at
these sites by 44.6%, based on a study assessing the benefits associated with application
of the surface treatment.6
The claims savings relating to the HFST program for PY 2019 are estimated to be $2.0
million as indicated in Appendix E.5, row (f) column (6).
6

Craig Lyon and Bhagwant Persaud, Safety Effects of a Targeted Skid Resistance Improvement
Program.
(January 1, 2008) Accessed on December 5, 2018,
http://www.cmfclearinghouse.org/study_detail.cfm?stid=144.
Note (j) in Appendix E.5 states that the estimated rear-end Basic crash severity ($) is “Based on average
severities and historical weightings between types of crashes that occur in the province (material
damage only, fatality, etc.) as a proxy to estimate the overall severity of crashes at the 14 selected
locations…” [emphasis added]
30.1

Please explain how ICBC calculated the 44.6 percent reduction in the number of rear-end
collisions given that the referenced study presents the “Crash Reduction Factor (CRF) %” results
for a number of different crash types (e.g. All, Wet road, Rear end, Rear end/Wet road, Angle,
Angle/Wed road) and area types (e.g. All, Rural and Urban). Were all crash types/area types
considered or only the rear end crashes and road types applicable to the 14 treatment sites
selected for the HFST initiative?

30.2

Please explain why ICBC considers that the results of the Lyon and Bersaud study are
appropriate for the purposes of calculating the claims savings related to the HFST program for
PY 2019.
30.2.1 Are there other similar studies that ICBC considered but did not use? If yes, please
explain ICBC rejected the results of the other studies in favour of the Lyon and Bersaud
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study.
30.3

Please explain why the “Estimated rear-end Basic crash severity ($)” was not calculated based
on the average severities and historical weightings between types of crashes (material damage
only, fatality, etc.) that occurred at the 14 selected HFST initiative locations.
30.3.1 Please provide a revised amount for estimated claims savings relating to the HFST
program for PY 2019 assuming that “Estimated rear-end Basic crash severity ($)” is
based on the average severities and historical weightings between types of crashes that
occurred at the 14 selected HFST initiative locations.

31.0

Reference:

ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Figure 3.1, p. 3.3; Appendix E.5; ICBC 2017 RRA, Exhibit B-1,
Appendix A.1; ICBC 2018 Rate Design Application (ICBC 2018 RDA), Exhibit B-2,
McCandless Question 4.1, p. 32; ICBC 2016 RRA, Exhibit B-8, BCUC IR 85.1
Broker renumeration

Figure 3.1 on page 3-3 of the Application shows that “Per Policy Broker Fees” comprise $98.7 million and
“Variable Broker Fees” comprise $3.9 million of the required premium for PY 2019. Out of the $3,691
million required premium, broker fees make up approximately 2.8 percent of the required premium.
Appendix A.1 of the ICBC 2017 Application shows that broker fees made up approximately 2.6 percent
of the PY 2017 required premium [($97.0 million + $3.4 million)/ $3,842.7 million].
In response to McCandless Question (Q) 4.1 in the 2018 RDA, ICBC stated:
The review/analysis of broker remuneration will be completed at the end of this
calendar year [2018]. ICBC recognizes that the new rate design model will impact
brokers. And ICBC is also conscious that supplier rates have a direct impact on insurance
rates and compensation paid to business partners must be fair and affordable for
ratepayers
In response to BCUC IR 85.1 in the ICBC 2016 RRA, ICBC stated:
… [ICBC] has determined that the broker distribution model is clearly the most efficient
and cost effective method, therefore ICBC has no plans to conduct an additional study.
However, ICBC does expect to consult with brokers in 2017 to explore how the
distribution of Basic insurance, through brokers, can be made even more efficient and
cost effective, including exploring options for on-line transactions, and expects that this
work will inform discussions regarding the renewal or replacement of Accord 2020.
31.1

Please explain why broker fees make up greater percentage of the PY 2019 required premium
(i.e. 2.8 percent) compared to the PY 2017 required premium (i.e. 2.5 percent).

31.2

Please provide the broker fee-related component in the average policyholder’s Basic insurance
premium both in terms of dollar and percent point for PY 2019.

31.3

Please provide an update on the status of ICBC’s review/analysis of broker renumeration.
31.3.1 If the review/analysis is complete, please provide a copy of the new broker
remuneration plan and a summary of the key highlights/changes from previous plan.
31.3.1.1

What criteria were used to assess the reasonableness of the new plan (e.g.
cost, broker retention)?

31.3.2 If the review/analysis is not complete, is ICBC able to anticipate at this time when it will
be complete? If so, please provide the anticipated timeline.
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31.4

Please provide an update on the status of consultations with brokers with respect to options for
improving the efficiency and cost effectiveness of distributing Basic insurance, including options
for on-line transactions. What options were explored and what were the results? Are there
options which have been agreed-upon but not yet implemented? If yes, please explain why not.

31.5

Please provide an update on status of renewal or replacement of Accord 2020.

D.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS

32.0

Reference:

BI SEGMENTED ANALYSIS AS OF AUGUST 2018
Exhibit B-1-4, Section B, pp. 6 and 9
Summary of changes from the May 2017 analysis

On page 6 of the BI segmented analysis report, ICBC states in the first bullet point:
This analysis relies on a new and more accurate data source for the determination of the
legal representation status for claim exposures managed in the new claims management
system. Please see paragraph 14 for more detail. The impact of this change is available.
32.1
33.0

Please clarify what “impact” ICBC is referring to and provide “the impact of this change” that is
available as referenced in the preamble above.

Reference:

BI SEGMENTED ANALYSIS AS OF AUGUST 2018
Exhibit B-1-4, Section B, p. 6
Summary of changes from the May 2017 analysis
Selection of severity trends

On page 6 of the BI segmented analysis report, ICBC states in the sixth bullet point:
Selected severity trends are based on periods that include the current fiscal year, rather
than ending in the previous fiscal year as in the May 2017 analysis. Including the current
fiscal year makes the trend more responsive to the most recent experience, and the
latest point now includes more actual data (5 months to August) as compared to the
May 2017 analysis (2 months to May). The impact of this change is available.
33.1
34.0

Please clarify what “impact” ICBC is referring to and provide “the impact of the change” that is
available as referenced in the preamble above.

Reference:

BI SEGMENTED ANALYSIS AS OF AUGUST 2018
Exhibit B-1-4, Section B, pp. 2 and 7; Exhibit 5.7; Exhibit 5.1; Exhibit 5.2
Summary of changes from the May 2017 analysis
Hindsight Method

On page 7 of the BI segmented analysis report, ICBC states:
In addition, a new method has been introduced in order to reflect the risk of large losses
yet to emerge from the growing volume of pending represented claims from each
individual fiscal loss year. This method is referred to as the Hindsight Method, and it
assumes that at each development age, the proportion of pending represented claim
exposures that are large and catastrophic in older, more mature fiscal loss years will
hold true for the more recent, less mature fiscal loss years.
On page 2 of the BI segmented analysis report, ICBC states:
As shown in Figure A.1, the frequency trend of represented claim exposures has turned
since FLY 2010 from a gently downward trend to a strong upward trend.
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In Exhibit 5.7 of the BI segmented analysis report, ICBC displays the following:

BCUC staff observe that the ratios in Exhibit 5.7 exhibit a new pattern (of lower percentages) beginning
in FLY 2010, which coincides with the change in frequency trend of represented claim exposures that is
discussed on page 2 of the BI segmented analysis report.
34.1

Please provide rationale for the assumption that “at each development age, the proportion of
pending represented claim exposures that are large and catastrophic in older, more mature
fiscal loss years will hold true for the more recent, less mature fiscal loss years”. Please include a
discussion of the changes in frequency trend of represented claim exposures observed since
2010, and an explanation of why, in light of these changes, it is considered reasonable to
assume that the latest diagonal on Exhibit 5.7 should be adjusted to reflect ratios observed pre2010.
34.1.1 As a measure of sensitivity, please re-calculate column (2) of Exhibit 5.1 of the BI
segmented analysis without relying on the Hindsight Method. For this calculation,
please set column (4) of Exhibit 5.2 of the BI segmented analysis equal to the results of
the Bornhuetter-Ferguson Method for FLYs 2015 and forward.
34.1.1.1

35.0

Reference:

Would ICBC consider the above to be within accepted actuarial practice?
Please explain why or why not.

BI SEGMENTED ANALYSIS AS OF AUGUST 2018
Exhibit B-1-4, Section C, p. 7
Data aggregation – Basic and Optional

On page 7 of the BI segmented analysis report, ICBC states:
This analysis produces estimates of Total (Basic and Optional) BI incurred loss and ALAE,
from which Basic amounts are derived for use in the loss and ALAE estimation methods
presented in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (see Chapter 3, Technical
Appendix C.1.5.3).
The 2019 Revenue Requirements Application analysis requires Basic BI estimates of
incurred loss and ALAE. However, the amount of Basic coverage applies at the claim
level (and separately for BI and Property Damage) and not separately for each injured
claimant. Since this analysis requires data at the claim exposure level, Total BI data is
used. It follows that the resulting estimates of incurred loss and ALAE must be allocated
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between Basic and Optional components. Therefore, to determine the Basic incurred
loss and ALAE by fiscal loss year, the Optional BI incurred loss and ALAE amounts
estimated in the August 2018 reserve analysis are subtracted from the Total BI incurred
loss and ALAE amounts estimated in this BI Segmented Analysis.
35.1

Please explain the methodologies and data segmentation that underlie the August 2018 reserve
analysis.
35.1.1 To the extent that the methodologies and data segmentation underlying the August
2018 reserve analysis differ from the methodologies and data segmentation that
underlie the BI segmented analysis, please provide rationale for the differences.
35.1.2 To the extent that the methodologies and data segmentation underlying the August
2018 reserve analysis differ from the methodologies and data segmentation that
underlie the BI segmented analysis, please explain why ICBC finds it reasonable to
subtract estimates of Optional BI incurred loss (calculated in one manner in the August
2018 reserve analysis) from estimates of Total BI incurred loss (which may have been
calculated in a different manner in the BI segmented analysis) and yield a reasonable
estimate of Basic BI incurred loss. Please include a discussion of any potential distortion
that may result from having two estimates that may be based on a different set of
methodologies and assumptions.

35.2

Please provide a side by side comparison of the Basic BI incurred loss and ALAE (ultimate)
amounts by FLY (2010 through 2019) for the following: (a) estimated in the August 2018 reserve
analysis; and (b) estimated based on the BI segmented analysis (the result of Total BI from the BI
segmented analysis, minus the Optional BI estimate from the August 2018 reserve analysis).
35.2.1 To the extent that the estimates may differ between the two analyses, please explain
the reasons for the differences.
35.2.2 To the extent that the estimates may differ between the two analyses, please explain
why ICBC did not find it reasonable to also consider the results of the August 2018
reserve analysis in the 2019 RRA.

36.0

Reference:

BI SEGMENTED ANALYSIS AS OF AUGUST 2018
Exhibit B-1-4, Section A and C, pp. 1, 8
Closure rates

On page 8 of the BI segmented analysis report, ICBC states:
The future closure pattern for CWA claim exposures is estimated for each segment
based on historical disposal rates, which is the ratio of the change in CWA claim
exposures during a period to the number of outstanding claim exposures at the
beginning of the period.
On page 1 of the BI segmented analysis report, ICBC states:
BI claim closure rates, which prior to fiscal year 2013 had been very stable, have
progressively fallen below their historical levels, and have not yet stabilized into a new,
steady pattern.
36.1

Given that ICBC finds that the current pattern of BI closure rates “have not yet stabilized”,
please explain why ICBC finds it reasonable to rely on historical closure rates to estimate the
future closure pattern for CWA claim exposures.
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37.0

Reference:

BI SEGMENTED ANALYSIS AS OF AUGUST 2018
Exhibit B-1-4, Section A and D, pp. 1, 9
2019 Fiscal Year estimates

On page 9 of the BI segmented analysis report, ICBC states:
Data shown in the exhibits as of March 31, 2019 was derived based on data to August
31, 2018 and a prior expectation of counts and payments over the course of the 2019
fiscal year, taking into consideration relevant information from consultation with
internal subject matter experts. The prior expected values used in projecting the count
and CWA severities to March 31, 2019 are from the results of a corresponding
segmented analysis as of March 31, 2018.
37.1

Please provide additional detail regarding the assumptions underlying the prior expectation of
counts and payments over the course of the 2019 fiscal year.

37.2

To the extent that the estimates of emergence through March 31, 2019 reflect different
patterns than emergence over recent calendar periods, please explain the steps ICBC took to
investigate and validate the reasonability of these estimates.

37.3

To the extent possible, please re-estimate the data as of March 31, 2019 using actual data to
December 31, 2018 (rather than August 31, 2018) to test the accuracy of the forecast.
37.3.1 Please provide a side-by-side comparison of the revised estimates (based on actual data
to December 31, 2018) and the published estimates (based on actual data to August 31,
2018). This comparison should include all paid loss and count estimates that were used
in the BI segmented analysis.

38.0

Reference:

BI SEGMENTED ANALYSIS AS OF AUGUST 2018
Exhibit B-1, Technical Appendix C.1.0, p. 3
Summary of bodily injury selections – Personal

On page 3 of Technical Appendix C.1.0, ICBC states “The BI segmented analysis is performed on total BI
data (including all Basic and Optional, Personal and Commercial, Loss and ALAE amounts combined).”
38.1

Please discuss any analysis performed by ICBC to ensure that using combined data (Personal and
Commercial, Basic and Optional) does not materially distort the estimates (as compared to
estimates that would result from analyzing Personal Basic data on its own, if such data were
available).

38.2

Please explain why Personal and Commercial were analyzed together.

38.3

For each of the three segments in the BI segmented analysis (Unrepresented; Represented Not
Large and Catastrophic; and Represented Large and Catastrophic), please provide the following
data separately for Personal and Commercial. If such data is not available, please explain why
not.
a. Paid loss amounts by FLY (2010 through 2019)
b. CWA counts by FLY (2010 through 2019)

39.0

Reference:

BI SEGMENTED ANALYSIS AS OF AUGUST 2018
Exhibit B-1-4, Section A, p. 1
Changing closure rates – Impact on traditional actuarial methods

On page 1 of the BI sgmented analysis report, ICBC states:
BI claim closure rates, which prior to fiscal year 2013 had been very stable, have
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progressively fallen below their historical levels, and have not yet stabilized into a new,
steady pattern, as can be seen from Exhibits 4.3 and 5.9. ICBC actuaries are therefore
unable to rely fully on the standard Paid Development Method because a key
assumption inherent to the method is that claims closure patterns are stable over time.
39.1

As a measure of sensitivity, please apply the Paid Development Method to each of the three
segments underlying the BI segmented analysis (using comparable baseline selections to those
used in the BI segmented analysis), and provide a side-by-side comparison of indicated ultimate
incurred loss and ALAE as compared with the results of the Segmented BI Analysis.
39.1.1 Discuss the results displayed in the side-by-side comparison, including a specific
explanation regarding the direction of the differences, and how it relates to the changes
in closure rates.
39.1.2 Given ICBC’s position that the changing closure rates makes the paid development
methods unreliable, please cite specific regions of the segmented triangles where the
changes in the closure rates are significant enough to make the paid development
methods unreliable, but the closure rates are sufficiently stable to rely upon a 4-year or
6-year average in selecting future disposal ratios.

40.0

Reference:

BI SEGMENTED ANALYSIS AS OF AUGUST 2018
Exhibit B-1-3, Exhibit 4.8
Represented excluding large and catastrophic bodily injury liability fiscal year paid
severity trend (24 months and later)

Exhibit 4.8 of the BI segmented analysis report calculates the trend in incremental paid severity for all
intervals beyond 24 months on a combined basis.
40.1

Please provide ICBC’s justification for combining data from all evaluations from 24 months and
forward, rather than applying different trend factors for each column (or smaller groups of
columns that display similar trends or trends that are reliable for a single column).

40.2

As a measure of sensitivity, please recalculate column (3) of Exhibit 1.1 in the BI segmented
analysis using the following alternate set of assumptions and inputs:
1. Derive separate trends for 24-48 months, 48-60 months, 60-72 months, and 72+ months
2. Do not include the most recent diagonal (FY 2019) in the data underlying the trend
selections.
40.2.1 Would ICBC consider the above to be within accepted actuarial practice? Please explain
why or why not.

E.

CLAIMS COST MANAGEMENT

41.0

Reference:

CLAIMS COST MANAGEMENT
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, p. 4-5, Figure 4.1
BI exposure volumes by year

In Figure 4.1 on p. 4-5 of the Application, ICBC shows the BI pending levels, newly opened claim
exposures and closed claims exposures from 2013/14 (year) to fiscal 2017/18:
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On page 4-5, ICBC states “ICBC’s goal is to maintain an appropriate balance between claims intake and
closures, and to ensure that open injury claims are settling within expected timeframes based on the
level of complexity that they represent and the needs of its customers.”
Further, ICBC states:
ICBC is carefully monitoring how its BI pending levels develop both during the time
period leading up to the implementation of product reform, and for the life-cycle of
these pending non-minor claims afterwards. Since they will not be subject to the
product reform provisions, the cost pressures on this subset of claims will not diminish
after April 1, 2019. ICBC has already seen early indications of increased legal activity, a
lengthening of settlement times, higher settlement demands from plaintiff counsel on
current pending claims, and increased closed paid severity.
41.1

Please provide in a table format the numeric values by year (i.e. newly opened, closed and
pending BI exposure volumes) that correspond with Figure 4.1.

41.2

Please explain what ICBC considers to be an “appropriate balance between claims intake and
closures.” Is this a quantitative measure (e.g. a ratio between claims intake and closures)?

41.3

Please provide five years of information for what the actual and expected timeframes for
settling open injury claims are based on level of complexity.
41.3.1 Please provide an explanation for any significant differences between actual and
expected timeframes from the IR above.

41.4

42.0

Given that ICBC “has already seen early indications of increased legal activity, a lengthening of
settlement times, higher settlement demands from plaintiff counsel on current pending claims,
and increased closed paid severity”, please explain if an adjustment to the PY 2019 Rate Change
to Cover Costs was made to account for this development. If yes, what was the adjustment and
how was it determined? If no, please explain why not.

Reference:

CLAIMS COST MANAGEMENT
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, p. 4-6
Coexistence period

On page 4-6 of the Application, ICBC states that after April 1, 2019, ICBC will be operating under two
systems: one where injury claims will fall under the new care-based model that results from the product
reform, and the other under the full tort model depending on the date of the crash.
ICBC further states: “The coexistence period will last many years due to the length of time to settle
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litigated claims. In some cases, ICBC can still expect to have some full tort claims remain open for over
21 years (e.g., infant claims). The new business model will ultimately drive the majority of ICBC’s injury
claims business after April 1, 2019;”
42.1

If possible, please provide ICBC’s estimate for the next five years of the coexistence period with
respect to the relative proportion of “claims and related costs” which are associated with: i)
claims that fall under the new care-based model that results from the product reform; and ii)
claims that fall under the full tort model.
42.1.1 Does ICBC plan to separately track “claims and related costs” from the two systems?
Please discuss why or why not.

43.0

42.2

Please explain what mechanisms ICBC has (or plans to have) in place to manage the two systems
of claims costs (e.g. separate groups of Claims full-time equivalents (FTEs), separate information
technology (IT) systems, technical training and support).

42.3

If available, please provide the information requested in both of the IRs above as it relates to the
experience of other jurisdictions (e.g. New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Alberta) that have
undergone product reform. Are there any best practices or learnings from those jurisdictions
which ICBC can apply?

Reference:

CLAIMS COST MANAGEMENT
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, p. 4-7
Improve cost effectiveness of external legal services

On page 4-7 of the Application, ICBC states that it is “in the process of negotiating its next contract for
services with external defence counsel, with emphasis on adding additional work capacity in order to
positively affect ICBC’s represented claims results.”
43.1

Please provide an update on the status of ICBC’s negotiations for its next contract for external
legal services.
43.1.1 If a new contract for external legal services has been reached, please describe the
significant changes to the terms and conditions of the contract and when the new
contract is set to expire.
43.1.2 If a new contract for external legal services has not been reached, is ICBC able to
anticipate at this time when a new contract will be in place? If so, please provide the
anticipated timeline.

44.0

Reference:

CLAIMS COST MANAGEMENT
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, p. 4-8
Quality Assurance Program

On page 4-8 of the Application, ICBC states that it has implemented a Quality Assurance Program for
claims injury staff. The goals of the Quality Assurance Program are “to improve and maintain financial
controls over claims costs, identify and manage adverse trends, clarify and revise claims standards, and
ensure that claims staff are providing customers with a consistent claims experience.”
44.1

Please explain what are the performance metrics used to measure whether the goals of the
Quality Assurance Program are being achieved. Given that the overall framework is a dualquality review model, please include a separate discussion for each of the two parts of the
model.
44.1.1 What have been the measured results of the program since implementation? Please
include the results of both parts of the dual-quality review model.
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44.2

Please explain what criteria (e.g. type of claim, experience of claims staff responsible) are used
to select the claims files that are reviewed in each part of the Quality Assurance Program.
44.2.1 What percent of total claims are reviewed?

45.0

Reference:

CLAIMS COST MANAGEMENT
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, pp. 4-7 and 4-13
MD program changes

On page 4-7 of the Application, ICBC states that it is enhancing its oversight of auto body repair costs in
order to address the increase in vehicle claim costs and that the total increase in estimating staff from
2017/18 actuals to 2018/19 outlook is expected to be 53 FTEs. ICBC states “the increased presence of
estimators with ICBC’s industry partners ensures better adherence to program guidelines, improved
estimate accuracy, and financial efficiency.”
On page 4-13 of the Application, ICBC states that it is moving forward with a recommendation from PwC
Canada to redesign its collision repair program with “a view to modernizing MD supplier programs to get
the best value for customers, and better align with industry standards.”
The objectives of the new tiering program are listed on page 4-13 of the Application.
ICBC states “Discussion with an industry advisory committee are already underway, and details of the
tiering model are expected to be reviewed through province-wide industry consultations in 2019.”
45.1

Please provide data to support the statement, “the increased presence of estimators with ICBC’s
industry partners ensures better adherence to program guidelines, improved estimate accuracy,
and financial efficiency.” What performance measures are used to measure the impact of
enhanced oversight at collision repair shops (e.g. from increased number of site visits)?
45.1.1 Has ICBC analyzed the expected return on investment for additional estimating staff? If
yes, please provide details. If not, please explain why not.

46.0

45.2

Please provide an overview of the industry advisory committee (e.g. size, member composition,
committee objective).

45.3

Please provide a summary of the “province-wide industry consultation” plan that is currently in
place, including an estimated start and completion date of each consultation activity and
implementation date for material damage program changes.

45.4

Please elaborate on how the collision repair program can be better aligned with industry
standards. Is ICBC considering industry standards across North America? Explain any gaps
identified by ICBC or other business partners in the current collision repair program.

45.5

Please explain how ICBC will measure success with respect to meeting the goal and objectives of
the material damages program redesign.

Reference:

CLAIMS COST MANAGEMENT
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, pp. 4-20 to 4-23
Counter fraud program

On page 4-20 of the Application, ICBC states that the pillars of ICBC’s fraud strategy are “deterrence,
detection, enforcement, and prevention.”
On page 4-21, ICBC states that it “continues to increase the complement of its SIU [Special Investigation
Unit] staff to support the increase in volume of claims to be investigated. The total increase in SIU staff
from 2017/18actual to the 2018/19 outlook is expected to be 25 FTEs.”
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46.1

Please discuss the initiatives in the remainder of fiscal 2018/19 through fiscal 2020/21 which
ICBC plans undertake to support the pillars of “deterrence” and “prevention” as it relates to the
counter-fraud strategy.
46.1.1 What performance metrics will be used to measure the impact of these initiatives?
Please explain.

46.2

Other than charges laid and convictions, please provide a summary (broken down by category)
of the outcomes/results of closed claim fraud investigations by investigation type (Injury, MD
and Cyber) for 2013 through 2018/19 (YTD Apr-Oct 2018).
46.2.1 Has ICBC analyzed the expected return on investment for additional SIU staff? If yes,
please provide details. If not, please explain why not.

F.

ROAD SAFETY

47.0

Reference:

ROAD SAFETY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-3
Telematics Supported App Pilot

On page 5-3 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC conducted a telematics supported app pilot, in which volunteers from ICBC’s
customer advisory panel participated in a usability study by installing a telematics device
in their vehicles which paired with an app on their smartphones to better understand
the customer’s acceptance of telematics technology and privacy considerations.
47.1

Please explain whether ICBC will roll out the telematics supported app on a full scale.
47.1.1 If yes, please discuss the following:
a) Whether the app will need any further development work before it can be
rolled out, and if yes, the nature of the changes and funding for the work;
b) Objectives of the telematics supported app;
c) Estimated annual ongoing program costs;
d) Expected roll-out date; and
e) Communication plans to policy holders with respect to the availability of the
technology.
47.1.2 If no, please explain why not and discuss any future plans with the information and
learnings collected from the pilot.

48.0

Reference:

ROAD SAFETY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-5
Collision Reduction Program: HFST Project

On page 5-5 of the Application, ICBC states:
The HFST improves the surface quality of a road by increasing the friction coefficient,
thereby Improving a vehicle’s ability to stop and reducing the potential for rear-end
collisions. The treatment involves the application of an epoxy to the road surface
followed by the application of a hard and durable material that adheres to the surface. A
total of 14 locations were identified, including 10 intersections and 4 interchange offICBC 2019 RRA BCUC IR No. 1
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ramps.
48.1

Please explain how the 14 locations for the HFST project were selected and why only these 14
locations (e.g. based on road traffic volume, history of high rates of rear-end collisions, area, or
a combination of factors).
48.1.1 Does ICBC expect to implement HSFT to additional locations in the future? If yes, please
provide details.

49.0

48.2

Has ICBC analyzed the expected return on investment for the HSFT project? If yes, please
provide details. If not, please explain why not?

48.3

Please indicate how ICBC works with partners (e.g. different levels of government) to implement
the HFST project.

48.4

Please provide the estimated annual post-implementation and ongoing program costs to ICBC
for the HFST Project, if any.

Reference:

Road Safety
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-6
Intersection Safety Camera – Speed Activation

On page 5-6 of the Application, ICBC states:
Currently, there are digital cameras equipped to capture evidence of red light violations
at 140 of the highest risk intersections in 26 communities across the province.
Approximately 10% of the ISCs are located outside of the Lower Mainland, with the
majority in operation throughout the Metro Vancouver area. Since 1999, the cameras
have been activated 25% of the time. As of July 30, 2018 the ISCs are now operating at
100% activation (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) to ticket all red light offences.
Analysis of crash and speed data, along with a technical feasibility assessment of each of
the 140 ISC locations, is underway to determine the 35 intersections that would benefit
the most from the installation of the new cameras for automated speed enforcement,
also known as ISC speed activation (ISC-SA)… A phased installation and activation
schedule for the sites upgraded for automated speed enforcement will be implemented
in 2019, including new signs to warn approaching drivers about the enhanced
intersection speed enforcement cameras to ensure the program is transparent to the
public.
49.1

Has ICBC seen a decrease in crashes since it activated ISC 24 hours a day and 7 days a week?
49.1.1 If yes, please provide evidence to support this claim.
49.1.2 If no, please explain why.

49.2

Please explain why ICBC is only considering the existing 140 ISC locations to determine the 35
intersections that would benefit the most from the installation of ISC-SA. Are there other
intersections which may potentially benefit?
49.2.1 Why are 35 intersections being selected and only 35? Does ICBC expect to implement
ISC-SA at more locations in the future? Please discuss.

49.3

Please provide details of the “phased installation and activation schedule” for the Intersection
Safety Camera-Speed Activation installation.
49.3.1 In addition to “new signs to warn approaching drivers”, please indicate what other plans
ICBC has to ensure the program is transparent to the public.
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49.4
50.0

Please provide the estimated post-implementation and annual ongoing program costs for the
ISC-SA technology.

Reference:

ROAD SAFETY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-8
Road Improvement Program (RIP)

On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
The goal of the program is to make road improvements to reduce crashes in partnership
with road authorities such as municipalities and MoTI… A total of 368 RIP projects were
completed during the 2017/18 fiscal period, with approximately 100 municipal and
provincial road authorities participating in the RIP. [emphasis added]
50.1

Please explain how ICBC assesses the benefits of RIP projects with respect to whether or not
they are achieving the goal of the program.

50.2

Please explain whether ICBC has analyzed whether the 368 RIP projects completed during the
2017/18 year have contributed to reduction of crashes.
50.2.1 If yes, please describe what reductions have occurred.
50.2.2 If no, please explain why not.

50.3

Please provide the number of RIP projects that are planned for the 2018/2019 fiscal period.
50.3.1 Please provide a breakdown of the RIP Projects for 2018/2019 by location and program
type.

51.0

Reference:

ROAD SAFETY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, pp. 5-10 to 5-11
Distracted Driving

On page 5-10 of the Application, ICBC states that there are six indicators which it monitors to analyze
trends in distracted driving: i) Police collision data collected from Traffic Accident System (TAS), to track
contributing factors; ii)ICBC-reported claims-derived crash data, especially trends in rear-end casualty
crashes violation ticket data; iii)Violation ticket data; iv) Peer-reviewed published research; v) Rates of
observed driver distraction across jurisdictions; and vi) Semi-annual surveys of BC drivers’ attitudes,
perceptions, and self-reported behaviours.
On pages 5-10 and 5-11 of the Application, ICBC states:
…the steady decline in violation tickets issued for electronic device use while driving
since 2014 may also be a positive sign; however, the reasons for this decline are unclear
and should be viewed with caution. There has been no change in the rate of injuries
resulting from distracted driving although the reduction in tickets issued for PED
[personal electronic device] use correlates with an overall decline in traffic violations
issued in BC over this same period…
While some of these indicators are positive, as noted earlier, distractions continue to be
a factor in 28% of fatal crashes and more than 40% of injury crashes reported by police
in BC. This, combined with other evidence, especially peer-reviewed road safety
research, indicates that driver distraction, especially that which results from PED use,
continues to be a serious road safety concern.
51.1

Please provide the distracted driving trends ICBC observed based on the data it monitors as
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listed above.
51.1.1 Please explain how this information has influenced current and future ICBC initiatives
aimed to combat distracted driving.

52.0

51.2

Please provide possible explanations for why there has been no change in the rate of injuries
resulting from distracted driving despite a decline in violation tickets issued for PED use.

51.3

Given that distracted driving is a factor in 28 percent of fatal crashes and 40 percent of injury
crashes, other than road safety and education awareness activities please discuss other ways in
which ICBC is working to reduce instances of distracted driving.

Reference:

ROAD SAFETY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-11 to 5-12
Drive Smart

On page 5-11 of the Application, ICBC states:
To support the overall goal of crash reduction, ICBC launched its annual “Drive Smart”
public awareness campaign in July 2018. It focused on helping drivers improve their
driving knowledge and encouraged them to take accountability for their actions on the
road.
On page 5-12 of the Application, ICBC states:
To encourage drivers to continually refresh their driving knowledge, ICBC launched the
“Drive Smart Refresher Test”, an online test about BC’s driving rules.
52.1

Please provide a list of all initiatives included in the Drive Smart public awareness campaign.

52.2

Please explain how ICBC measures the effectiveness (i.e. results) of the Drive Smart public
awareness campaign.
52.2.1 Please provide any results observed since the launch of the Drive Smart public
awareness campaign.

53.0

52.3

Please indicate how ICBC measured the success of the Drive Smart Refresher Test (e.g.
participation rate in relation to total policyholders, number of “shares”, diversity in participant
attributes such as age and years of driving experience).

52.4

Is it possible to analyze whether the Drive Smart public awareness campaign contributed to a
decrease in the number/type of crashes? Please explain why or why not.

Reference:

ROAD SAFETY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-12
Cannabis Legalization

On page 5-12 of the Application, ICBC states:
The Cannabis Legalization and Regulation Secretariat and PSSG [the Ministry of Public
Safety and Solicitor General] are on lead for Government announcements.
RoadSafetyBC will act as lead for communicating about the provincial penalties and
programs. As a supporting partner, ICBC’s communication goal is to positively influence
social norms regarding cannabis and drug impaired driving by increasing awareness of
the new drug impaired driving laws and the road safety risks through social media and
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69.0

68.1

Please provide the performance targets currently in place for eligible ICBC employees in a
similar format as the table included in response to BCUC IR 32.1 in the 2017 RRA.

68.2

Please explain how employees are evaluated against the targets. Are the same targets
applicable to all employees (i.e. across all employee groups and within employee groups)? If no,
please explain and amend the table above to provide the targets for all employees eligible for
performance-based pay.

Reference:

OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p. 7-16
Employee benefits

On page 7-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
As part of ICBC’s overall compensation for employees, ICBC provides employee benefits,
such as employer contributions to extended medical and dental benefits plan, MSP,
WorkSafeBC, CPP, and EI. Employee benefits are expected to increase by $14 million
from $43 million in the 2017/18 actual to a forecasted amount of $57 million in the
2018/19 outlook. The increase is attributable to growth in FTEs in claims-related areas
and higher costs of benefits.
69.1

Please provide a breakdown of the $14 million increase in employee benefits between growth in
FTEs and higher cost of benefits.

69.2

Please explain which “costs of benefits” have increased from 2017/18 actual to 2018/19 outlook
and why, and provide a breakdown of the costs.
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70.0

Reference:

OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p. 7-17; ICBC 2017 RRA, Exhibit B-2, IR 33.1
Building operating expenses

On page 7-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
In 2018/19, ICBC is expected to have 218 more FTEs compared to 2017/18 actual FTEs
due to claims-related staffing increases, and additional space is needed to
accommodate these employees… in 2018/19, building operating expenses are forecast
to increase by $2 million over the 2017/18 actual. This increase is attributed to full year
operating costs compared to partial year operating costs in 2017/18 for the Surrey
facility, which was secured in 2016/17 to accommodate additional claims-related staff
and consolidate space at ICBC’s head office in North Vancouver.
In response to BCUC IR 33.1 in the ICBC 2017 RRA, ICBC stated:
The new office space secured in Surrey is currently fully utilized. As indicated in the
Application, Chapter 5, paragraph 50, ICBC is adding nearly 600 more full-time
equivalents, primarily due to claims related staffing increases. The new office space in
Surrey has allowed for some consolidation at ICBC’s head office in North Vancouver. The
hiring of new staff as described in the Application, Chapter 7, paragraph 11 will see
existing Lower Mainland facilities reach full utilization.
70.1

Please indicate what additional office space is needed to accommodate the increase of 218
FTEs. Please provide a status update for the additional office space, including costs.
70.1.1 Is this cost reflected in the $2 million forecast increase in building operating expenses
from 2017/18 actual to 2018/19 outlook?

71.0

Reference:

OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p. 7-17
Project costs

On page 7-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
Expenses charged to projects are expected to decrease by $11 million from $15 million
in the 2017/18 actual to a forecasted amount of $4 million in the 2018/19 outlook. The
decrease is attributed to resources being assigned to RAAP initiatives thereby
significantly reducing charge-out to non-RAAP projects.

72.0

71.1

Please discuss the impact of re-assigning resources to RAAP initiatives from non-RAAP projects.
(e.g. number and nature of impacted non-RAAP products, deferred benefits, potential future for
increased costs)

71.2

Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that that an increase in project expenses is expected once
RAAP is completed. If yes, please provide the timeline.

Reference:

OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p. 7-17
Merchant fees

On page 7-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
[Merchant] fees are determined by the transaction volume, type of credit or debit card
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product, and the financial institution. As vehicle volume and the amount charged for
insurance premiums are projected to increase, related fees are also expected to
increase. It may be challenging to absorb merchant fees increases in the future as
volumes increase. Merchant fees typically increase every year and it is expected that
they will grow by approximately $4 million in the 2018/19 outlook.
72.1

Please clarify what is meant by ICBC’s ability to “absorb merchant fees”. Are merchant fees a
flow through cost passed on to policyholders?

72.2

Please provide a breakdown of the merchant fees by payment method and the cost of each.

72.3

Please provide a breakdown of all merchant fees per transaction category (i.e. Driver Licensing
Offices, fines collection etc.)
72.3.1 For each category please confirm that ICBC pays 100 percent of merchant fees. If not
confirmed, please indicate what other parties ICBC shares the merchant fee cost (e.g.
brokers).

73.0

Reference:

OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7 C, p. 7C-4
Operating expenses by division

Figure 7.2 on page 7C-4 of Appendix 7 C to the Application presents operating expenses by division (e.g.
Claims and Driver Licensing Operations, Information Services, Finance) for 2014 Actual to 2018/19
Outlook.
73.1

Please provide a further breakdown of operating expenses in Figure 7C.2 between Claims and
Driver Licensing Operations for that division.

73.2

Please explain the factors that contributed to the $106 million increase in Claims and Driver
Licensing Operations costs from 2014 Actual to 2018/19 Outlook.
73.2.1 Please compare this to the increase in claims volume for the same period.

I.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING

74.0

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, Appendix 1 B, p. 1B-1
Approval sought on performance measures

ICBC states on page 1B-1 of the Application that it is no longer proposing to discontinue reporting on the
Basic insurance Expense Ratio and the Basic Non-insurance Expense Ratio.
74.1

75.0

Please explain in detail why ICBC is no longer proposing to discontinue reporting on the Basic
insurance Expense Ratio and Basic Non-insurance Expense Ratio, including a discussion changes
in circumstance since the 2017 RRA that led ICBC to change its previous approval sought.

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, Appendix 8 B, p. 8B-2
2018/19 Target/Outlook

Figure 8B.1 on page 8B-2 of Appendix 8 B to the Application shows ICBC’s 2015 to 2017/18 Actual and
2018/19 Target/Outlook performance measure results.
75.1

Please explain the general methodology to establish the 2018/19 Target/Outlook result for
performance measures. Please specify which measures are targets and which ones are outlook.
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75.1.1 Do the 2018/19 Target/Outlook results presume permanent approval of the PY 2019
rate change sought or do they presume no change in rates for the applicable
performance measures?
75.1.2 Do the 2018 Target/Outlook results reflect the -37.4 percentage point savings from
product reform for the applicable performance measures?

76.0

Reference:

75.1.2.1

If confirmed, please confirm which performance measures are impacted by
claims cost savings from product reform and by how much.

75.1.2.2

If not confirmed, please explain why not.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, pp. 8-3 to 8-4; Appendix 8 B, Figure 8B.1 p. 8B-2
Proposed replacement performance measures

ICBC proposes the following on pages 8-3 to 8-4 of the Application:
•
•
•
•
•

Replace Claims Services Satisfaction (Closed Claims Only) with Claims Services Satisfaction
(Closed Claims and First Notice of Loss (FNOL));
Replace Claims Efficiency Ratio with Loss Adjustment Ratio, including details of the calculation;
Replace legal representation rate with Legal Representation Conversion Rate and report in
Claims Cost Management chapters in current and future RRAs;
Replace Crash Rate based on report date with Crash Frequency based on loss date, and report in
Road Safety chapters in current and future RRAs; and
Replace the reporting of the New Driver Comparative Crash Rate (NDCCR) with the monitoring
of statistics related to new drivers. Report on the review of the Graduated Licensing Program
(GLP) in Road Safety chapters in current and future RRAs.

On page 8B-2 of Appendix 8 B to the Application, ICBC presents Figure 8B. 1 showing the historical actual
and target/outlook performance measure results. Figure 8B.1 includes the 2018/19 Target/Outlook for
performance measures that ICBC proposes to replace.
76.1

For each of the proposed changes to existing performance measures referenced above, please
comment on how ICBC will ensure comparability with historical performance, respectively.

76.2

Please clarify whether the 2018/19 Target/Outlook results reported in Figure 8B.1 are for the
existing performance measures or the proposed replacement performance measures.
76.2.1 If the 2018/19 Target/Outlook is for the existing performance measure, please explain
the purpose of including targets or outlooks for performance measures that ICBC
proposes to discontinue or amend.
76.2.1.1

Please provide the 2018/19 Target/Outlook for each of the proposed
replacement performance measures, and explain how ICBC established the
target or outlook.

76.2.2 If the 2018/19 Target/Outlook is for the proposed replacement performance measures,
please specify whether it is a target or outlook and explain how ICBC arrived at the
target or outlook, respectively.
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77.0

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, p. 8-5; Appendix 8 A, pp. 8A-8 to 8A-9; Appendix 8 B, pp. 8B-4
to 8B-6; ICBC 2017 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 47.0 series
Claims Service Satisfaction

ICBC explains on page 8A-8 of Appendix 8 A to the Application that there are significant differences in
what the First Notice of Loss (FNOL) survey and Claims Service Satisfaction survey for closed claims are
intended to cover.
ICBC explains on page 8B-4 of Appendix 8 B to the Application, “The corporate Claims Services
Satisfaction measure is the average of the Claims Services Satisfaction (Closed Claims) measure and the
Claims Services Satisfaction (First Notice of Loss (FNOL)) measure.“ ICBC further provides the actual
claims service satisfaction results in Figure 8A.3 on page 8A-9 in Appendix 8A to the Application, as
follows:

ICBC states on page 8B-5 of Appendix 8B to the Application, “ICBC has modified the [Claims Services
Satisfaction (Closed Claims)] survey starting with the 2017/18 fiscal year which better reflects the
current Claims service delivery model.” ICBC presents the survey attribute and results of the modified
survey in Figure 8B.3, and presents the survey attributes and corresponding results in Figure 8B.4.
In response to ICBC 2017 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 47.2.1, ICBC states, “For claims surveys, where
possible and practical, the main body of questions are intended to reflect and therefore help measure
how consistent the claims experience is (through core questions such as attributes that are relatively
similar for FNOL and Closed Claims, respectively)... the Closed Claims survey focuses on the claims
experience following FNOL including multiple process points and interactions with other ICBC staff.”
On page 8-5 of the Application, ICBC also proposes to discontinue on reporting the Customer Approval
Index, and states that more useful customer insights are obtained from the customer satisfaction
surveys.
ICBC further states on page 8B-5 of Appendix 8B, “the survey attributes shown in Figure 8B.3 [Responses
to Modified Survey Attributes] can help explain the Claims Service Satisfaction results, but they do not
directly linked to the measure.”
ICBC states on page 8-5 of the Application that it proposes to discontinue reporting on answers to eight
individual questions from the Claims Service Satisfaction (FNOL) survey due to “lack of ability to
maintain comparability with historical results due to operational changes.”
77.1

In light of the difference between the intent and results of the FNOL and Closed Claims surveys,
please explain in detail why ICBC has proposes to report on the average of FNOL and Closed
Claims satisfaction results, rather than FNOL and Closed Claims satisfaction results as separate
measures. What are the pros and cons of the two approaches?
77.1.1 Please discuss whether ICBC would be amenable to presenting FNOL as a separate
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measure. If not, please explain why.
77.2

Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that there has been no change to the Claims Service
Satisfaction survey (FNOL) as explained in response to BCUC IR 47.0 series in the 2017 RRA,
including the survey questions, sampling methodology, and survey frequency.
77.2.1 If not confirmed, please provide a copy of the Claims Service Satisfaction survey (FNOL)
and explain any differences.

77.3

Please provide a copy of the modified Claims Service Satisfaction survey (Closed Claims), and
also provide a black-line version if available.
77.3.1 Please discuss whether the modified Claims Service Satisfaction survey improves ICBC’s
ability to i) meet the objective of measuring how consistent the claims experience is, ii)
serve its purpose of measuring multiple process points and interactions with other ICBC
staff, and iii) achieve any other objective(s) as compared to the previous Claims Service
Satisfaction survey.

77.4

Please provided a copy of the survey used to compute the Customer Approval Index.
77.4.1 Please explain why “more useful customer insights” are obtained from the customer
satisfaction survey (e.g. due to overlap or other reasons).

78.0

77.5

Please elaborate on the methodology and explain how the Claims Services Satisfaction
performance results are derived from the Claims Service Satisfaction survey results. Specifically,
please explain any difference between the survey results (see Figure 8B.3 and Figure 8B.4) and
the Closed Claims satisfaction results (see Figure 8A.3).

77.6

Please comment on whether ICBC would be amenable to reporting the survey attributes of the
modified survey in future RRAs, similar to those reported in Figure 8B.3 of the Application.

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, p. 8-4; Appendix 8 A, p. 8A-18; ICBC 2017 RRA, Exhibit B-2,
BCUC IR 54.0 series
Loss Adjustment Ratio

On page 8-4 of the Application, ICBC proposes to replace Claims Efficiency Ratio with Loss Adjustment
Ratio as a measure for reporting, including the details of the calculation. ICBC explains on page 8A-18 of
Appendix 8A that the Loss Adjustment Ratio is calculated as the sum of claims services expenses,
external expenses and loss management expenses divided by claims paid net of external expenses.
In response to BCUC IR 54.0 series in the ICBC 2017 RRA proceeding, ICBC provided responses regarding
the loss adjustment ratio and other related performance measures.
78.1

Please explain the methodology to calculate the Claims Efficiency Ratio.

78.2

Please discuss the difference between the Claims Efficiency Ratio and the Loss Adjustment
Ratio, including the factors being measured and their ability to measure ICBC’s operational
efficiency.

78.3

Please confirm that ICBC’s response to BCUC IR 54.0 series in the ICBC 2017 RRA proceeding
continue to reflect ICBC’s current position and can be included as part of the evidentiary record.
78.3.1 If not confirmed, please provide revised responses to the applicable 2017 RRA IRs.
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79.0

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Figure 4.2, p. 4-18; Chapter 8, Appendix 8 A, p. 8A-24
Legal representation conversion rate

On page 4-18 of the Application, ICBC presents Figure 4.2 showing the legal representation rate and the
legal representation conversion rate from year 2009 to FY 2017/2018.
ICBC explains the calculation of the legal representation rate and legal representation conversion rate in
Figure 8A.12 on page 8A-24 of Appendix 8A to the Application.
79.1

Please provide the actual number of new represented BI exposure, number of unrepresented BI
exposure that existed at the start of the current year, and number of BI exposures newly opened
during each of the past 5 years.
79.1.1 Based on the historical experience of the past 5 years, please comment on whether the
inclusion of “unrepresented BI exposure that existed at the start of the current year”
tends to accumulate, remain constant, or decline overtime.
79.1.2 Please discuss whether the trend discussed above impacts the representativeness of the
legal representation conversion rate by including “unrepresented BI exposures that
existed at the start of the current year” in the denominator of the calculation.

79.2
80.0

Please explain whether ICBC will continue to report Figure 4.2 in future RRA filings to maintain
comparability with past performance. If not, why not?

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, p. 8-5
Discontinuation of existing reporting requirements

ICBC states on page 8-5 of the Application that it proposes to discontinue routine reporting of injury
paid severity and routine reporting of BI reported frequency. ICBC explains that when relevant, this is
better addressed in the context in Claims Cost Management and Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
chapters in the RRA, respectively.

81.0

80.1

Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that ICBC will continue to monitor injury paid severity and
BI reported frequency.

80.2

Please clarify whether injury paid severity and BI reported frequency will continue to be
reported in their respective relevant chapters in all future RRAs. If not, please discuss how ICBC
will assess whether the information is relevant for inclusion in the RRA

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, p. 8-5; ICBC 2017 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 50.0, 51.0, 55.0,
57.0, 58.0 series
Discontinuation of existing reporting requirements

In the ICBC 2017 RRA proceeding, ICBC provided responses to the following:
BCUC IR 50.0 series
BCUC IR 51.0 series
BCUC IR 55.0 series
BCUC IR 57.0 series
BCUC IR 58.0 series
ICBC 2019 RRA BCUC IR No. 1

discontinuation of Customer Value and Service measures – Customer Contact
Service Level (CCSL)
discontinuation of Customer Value and Service measures – Customer Approval
Index (CAI)
discontinuation of cost per policy in force
discontinuation of directional measures
discontinuation of reporting on injured person rate
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81.1

82.0

Please confirm that ICBC’s response to BCUC IR 50.0, 51.0, 55.0, and 58.0 series in the ICBC 2017
RRA proceeding continue to reflect ICBC’s current position and can be included as part of the
evidentiary record. If not confirmed, please provide revised responses to the applicable2017
RRA IRs.

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, p. 8-5; Chapter 8, Appendix 8 B, p. 8B-9
Complaints Heard by the Fairness Commissioner

ICBC proposes to discontinue reporting on Complaints Heard by the Fairness Commissioner, and states
on page 8-5 of the Application that the details of Fairness Commissioner complaints are provided in a
publicly available report that is online.
The 2017/18 Annual Report from the Office of the ICBC Fairness Commissioner 3 includes a section on
the “Highlights of 2017/2018” on page 7 and a section on the “Statistics of 2017/18” on pages 7 to 8.
ICBC states on page 8B-9 of Appendix 8B of the Application that “the content of the complaints does
suggest and sometimes leads to actions in support of the corporate strategy.”
82.1

83.0

Please comment on whether ICBC would be amenable to providing a hyperlink to the most
recent annual report from the Office of the ICBC Fairness Commissioner in future RRAs, and
include a discussion on any actions taken in support of the corporate strategy as a result.

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Appendix 8 B, Figure 8B.1, p. 8B-1
Performance measure results

In Figure 8B.1 on p. 8B-1 of Appendix 8 B to the Application, ICBC provides a summary table of the
performance measures historical results and the 2018/19 target or outlook.
On page 8B-14 of Appendix 8 B, ICBBC states actual Cost Per Policy in Force for 2017/18 was higher than
outlook “mostly due to an unfavourable Deferred Premium Acquisition Cost (DPAC) adjustment resulting
from an increase in claims costs.”

84.0

83.1

Please provide an explanation for the variance between 2017/18 actual and 2017/18
target/outlook results for the Basic Loss Ratio.

83.2

Please explain in detail what is a DPAC adjustment and the relationship to claims costs.

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, p. 8.2; Appendix 8 C, p. 8C-1
Metrics framework for product reform

On page 8.2 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to report to the BCUC on the metrics framework for product reform
specifically in future RRAs during the implementation of the new environment over the
next several years. The framework will consist of key metrics to inform the BCUC as to
the progress in cost savings relating to product reform. At the end of the
implementation period, currently expected to be complete by the end of the 2022/23
3

https://www.icbc.com/about-icbc/contact-us/Documents/2017-FC-annual-report.pdf
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fiscal year, ICBC will discontinue this reporting.
On page 8C-1 of Appendix 8 C, ICBC states that the metrics framework for product reform is provided in
Figure 8C.1 and that the “the metrics for product reform will be based on these revised claim statistics.”
84.1

Please clarify what specifically ICBC is seeking approval for within Figure 8C.1. Please provide a
list of the relevant claims statistics.
84.1.1 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that ICBC does not have plans to measure whether
product reform is achieving expected outcomes in any way other than the impact on
claims costs. If confirmed, please explain why not.

84.2

Please indicate whether ICBC has any transitional metrics in place to evaluate the success of the
product reform implementation. If yes, please provide these metrics and clarify whether these
are included in the approvals sought. If no, please explain why not.

84.3

Please explain how ICBC determined that the RAAP implementation period will end by the
2022/23 fiscal year.

84.4

Please clarify when ICBC proposes to discontinue reporting on product reform (i.e. at the end of
the 2022/23 fiscal year or at the end of the RAAP implementation period).

84.5

The RAAP’s objectives are to bring affordable rates for Basic insurance policyholders.
Notwithstanding RAAP implementation costs are borne by Optional insurance, would ICBC be
amenable to reporting on the progress of RAAP implementation so that the BCUC is informed of
the ongoing and future benefits to Basic insurance policyholders?

84.6

Please discuss how ICBC plans to keep the BCUC informed in the interim of any postimplementation cost that will be borne by Basic insurance policyholders after RAAP
implementation. What is the proposed nature of and timing of the reporting? If no such
reporting is contemplated, please explain why such reporting is not reasonable?

84.7

Does ICBC expect that product reform will/should trigger any new performance measures within
either the existing or proposed suite of performance measures? Please explain why or why not.
84.7.1 If yes, please provide a list of the potential new performance measures due to product
reform.

84.8

Does ICBC expect that the rate design will/should trigger any new performance measures within
either the existing or proposed suite of performance measures? Please explain why or why not.
84.8.1 If yes, please provide a list of the potential new performance measures due to the new
rate design.

85.0

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, p. 8-1
Criteria to discontinue reporting

On p. 8-1 of the Application, ICBC requests to discontinue the reporting requirements that are specific to
the Transformation Program (TP) because TP concluded at the end of 2016. The reporting requirements
include measuring and reporting on TP and Claims Transformation (CT) benefits, reporting on the
reallocation of TP costs, and reporting on transitional period operational metrics related to CT. In
footnote 3, ICBC states that CT was implemented in 2014 and concluded in 2015 after an eighteen
month stabilization period.
85.1

Please explain the criteria that ICBC considered to determine whether or not any TP and/or CT
related reporting should be discontinued going forward. Are these criteria the same for
amending the suite of performance measures?
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85.1.1 Please evaluate each of the criteria against ICBC’s proposal to discontinue reporting on
the following items:
i. measuring and reporting on TP and CT benefits,
ii. reporting on the reallocation of TP costs, and
iii. reporting on transitional period operational metrics related to CT
86.0

Reference:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND TRANSITIONAL REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, pp. 8-6 to 8-7; Appendix 8 D, p. 8D-1; Chapter 1, p. 1-1; Chapter
3, p. 3-19
Benefits of the TP

On pp. 8-6 to 8-7 of the Application, ICBC proposes to discontinue all TP and TP-related reporting,
including reporting on TP and CT benefits because ICBC has realized the expected benefits and the
overall savings were both more than expected and ahead of plan. The benefits of TP, which are ongoing
and will continue to accrue in future years, are now considered to be included in ICBC’s normal
operating results.
On p. 8D-1 of Appendix 8 D, ICBC states that “the updated savings as of the 2017 calendar year is $157
million. The Basic insurance portion of the TP benefits as of the 2017 calendar year represents an annual
savings in excess of $126 million.”
On page 1-1 of the Application, ICBC states, “ICBC’s Basic insurance business suffered a major net loss
for fiscal year 2017/18 due to increasing claims costs; this increasing trend has not declined. Added to
this, despite ICBC’s efforts to deal with the increasing claims volume, claims have been closing at a
slower rate and at higher payouts than expected.”
On page 3-19 of the Application, ICBC also states:
BI severity is the largest unfavourable component of the PY 2019 loss cost forecast
variance with a +14.4 percentage point impact on the PY 2019 rate change to cover
costs… In the 2017 RRA, ICBC presented a [BI severity] forecast based on a 2.0% shortterm trend and a 3.2% long-term trend. Those trends were moderated to reflect
favourable severity experience, favourable impacts from Claims Transformation savings,
and the expected impact of additional claims staff. It was assumed that once new claims
staff were fully productive the severity trend would return toward an underlying longterm trend rate of 3.2%. However, since the filing of the 2017 RRA, BI severity has
deteriorated...
86.1

Please confirm that the 2017 RRA was the first instance that ICBC fully reported on TP and CT
benefits. If not confirmed, please clarify.

86.2

Please reconcile ICBC’s position that on one hand, ICBC has realized the expected benefits and
the overall savings of TP were both more than expected and ahead of plan, but on the other
hand, the anticipated impacts from Claims Transformation savings did not translate to
favourable BI severity trends.

86.3

Given that ICBC states on page. 8D-14, “Any future reporting on TP benefits will become of less
value due to the difficulty of determining that future cost reductions are the direct result of TP,
especially as product reform increasingly impacts actual results”, to the extent possible, please
discuss the flexibility of the TP to enable the new product reform and new rate design in 2019.
In order to enable the two initiatives, what is the anticipated impact on the net TP benefits and
CT operational impacts (FTEs)?
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L.

2018/19 ANNUAL IT CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PLAN

92.0

Reference:

2018 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIC PLAN
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 10 B p. 10B-3
Capitalization of IT capital projects

On page 10B-3, ICBC states:
Under ICBC’s current capitalization policy, ICBC capitalizes individual IT projects where
capital costs exceed $200,000 per project. As of April 1, 2019, as a result of the
mandatory adoption of IFRS 16 Leases (IFRS 16), ICBC will reduce this threshold and
capitalize individual IT assets that are over $50,000. At the time of this Application, ICBC
has not yet completed quantification of the impact of the adoption of IFRS 16 on its IT
capital assets.
92.1

Please explain why the mandatory adoption of IFRS 16 resulted in the examination of the IT
asset capitalization threshold. What are the relevant sections of IFRS 16?
92.1.1 How was the new IT asset capitalization threshold of $50,000 determined as opposed to
some other amount?

92.2

Please indicate when ICBC expects to understand the impact of IFRS 16 on its IT capital assets.
92.2.1 How does ICBC propose to refund to or recover from ratepayers the impact of the
adoption of IFRS 16 on its IT capital assets?
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